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Abstract

Background and Purpose: Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is the major cause of limitation in adults' life. But it can be prevented by controlling its risk factors, modifying lifestyle and educating the population about general health. Besides, health education is one of the important issues about changing lifestyle. Nurses play an important role in health education. Thus this study was performed to determine Nursing Students' Attitudes towards the Prevention of Coronary Artery Disease.

Methods: The samples of this cross-sectional study have been 136 of freshman to senior nursing students of Guilan University in the north of Iran selected by available sampling method. A questionnaire consisting of two sections was used to gather data. In the first section, the samples socio-demographic data were asked and the second section with 15 questions about nursing students' attitude to coronary artery disease prevention. Data analysis was done by SPSS16 software using descriptive and inferential statistics such as Chi square, ANOVA and Pearson tests as appropriate.

Results: The findings displayed that the samples mean age was 21.34±2.52. The majority of them were female (57.4%) and the freshman students (36%) and without the history of chronic disease (94.9%) and the majority of the students and their family didn't have cardiac disease background (77.2%). But the relationship between the score of the attitude and socio-demographic variables in the students was not significant. The finding showed that the attitude score of 48.5% students was lower than the tool's mean score but the mean score of attitude increased as the educational years increased.

Conclusion: Our findings showed that about half of the samples did not have the desired attitude towards the prevention of coronary artery disease; it is necessary to provide educational programs to create deep belief about the prevention of coronary artery disease, its importance and the students' responsibility about it.
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Introduction

Tens of millions of patients suffer from coronary artery disease (CAD) (1, 2) and nowadays, this disease is a major health problem in the developing and developed countries, and not only it is a contributes to the global mortality (3-5), but also is a major cause of limitation in adults' life. In addition, CAD is the most common reason behind adults' hospitalization (6). Based on findings of the World Health Organization (WHO), CAD is an epidemiologic problem in the world (7) and is extremely costly for the individuals and countries that have to pay high expenses for the clients' cure and care (2, 3). Despite the burden on the communities, the cost of prevention behaviors is so lower than that of curing and caring (3, 8). The incidence of CAD is well-proportionate to its risk factors' distribution and these factors can predict CAD events (9). CAD remains a significant cause of death but it is preventable by controlling its risk factors, modifying lifestyle and educating...
the population general health (10, 11). Controlling the risk factors can prevent CAD and lower the disease progress in the patients(12). The findings of many studies indicated that the majority of people need to be educated and informed about the risk factors of their illness (12-14). However, health education is one of the significant issues about change in life style (15-17). Nurses play an important role in health education and the prevention of cardiovascular disease. They are an important source of information for the clients (15, 17, 18). So all nurses have to know the principles of cardiovascular disease prevention (16). The knowledge about these principles provide the key role for nurses in order to manage the prevention of CAD (8, 14, 19, 20). As the would-be nurses, the nursing students' knowledge and attitude to CAD prevention is important (21). Nursing students attitude towards CAD prevention can have effects on their behaviors, change their behaviors and help them to educate their clients about the principles of CAD prevention (16, 21). Based on their attitude, nursing students can consult with their clients in the clinical setting. If care providers have positive attitude to the suitable life style role on the prevention of CAD, it can influence their clients' views(22). The findings of many studies suggested that most of the nursing students and even nurses don’t have positive attitude towards the impact of life style on CAD prevention (23, 24), thus the detection of nursing students' attitude to CAD prevention can help to identify their ability to educate their patients about CAD prevention. So this study has been performed to determine nursing students' attitudes towards the prevention of coronary artery disease.

Materials and Methods

This study is of a cross-sectional design and Guilan University freshman to senior nursing students formed its community. The study sampling is based on the available method and 136 students completed the consent form to enter the study. A questionnaire made up of two sections was used to collect data. In the first section, the socio-demographic data of samples were asked and the second section had 15 questions about nursing students’ attitude to CAD prevention with five-point Likert scale. The mean tool score was used to identify the better attitude towards CAD prevention(25). The psychometric study was not done for this tool in Iran so far; we presented it to an experts panel (n=15) to detect the CVR and CVI score of this tool. A panel of 15 nursing experts expressed their views about this tool and their answers' assessment displayed that CVR and CVI scores were higher than 0.8. Alpha-Cronbach coefficient was used to determine the internal consistency of this questionnaire by a pilot study on 15 freshmen to senior nursing students. The alpha-Cronbach coefficient was 0.76. Gathering data was done by one of the researchers via interview. Data analyzing was done by descriptive and inferential statistics such as Chi-square, ANOVA and Pearson tests in SPSS 16.

Results

This study derived finding implied that the sample's mean age was 21.34±2.52 (ranging 18-40). The majority of them were female (57.4%), were fresh students (36%) and lacked the chronic disease background (94.9%). In addition, the majority of the students and their families didn’t have cardiac disease record (77.2%). The findings showed that the attitude score of 48.5% students was lower than the mean score, but the mean score of the attitude increased as the educational years increased (Fig.1).
Based on ANOVA test finding, no significant difference was found in the fresh, sophomore, junior and senior students’ attitude towards cardiovascular disease prevention (Table 1). To determine the relationship between the socio-demographic variables and the students' attitude to prevention, Pearson test (between age and attitude, \( p=0.07 \)), \( \chi^2 \) test (between the chronic disease background and attitude \( p=0.3 \)) and the exact Fisher test (between the educational years and attitude \( p=0.06 \) & between sex and attitude \( p=0.08 \) and between family record of heart disease and students' attitude \( p=0.3 \)) were used and no significant relationship existed between the score of attitude and socio-demographic variables in the students.

**Table 1.** relationship between the score of attitude and students' educational level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education year</th>
<th>Negative attitude</th>
<th>Positive attitude</th>
<th>Mean ± SD*</th>
<th>test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First year</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>54.68±6.5</td>
<td>ANOVA F=0.768 ( p=0.514 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second year</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>55.38±4.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third year</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>55±5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth year</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>57.11±6.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Standard Deviation

**Discussion**

Education, the positive effects of prevention and deep belief about the benefits and disadvantages perceived can influence the attitude towards the prevention of cardiovascular disease. Having knowledge about this issue can have effect on attitude, too. The majority of our samples were studying as the fresh students of nursing major. Maybe they haven't learned about the prevention and even CAD and its effects yet. When not enough knowledge and deep belief have been formed, the formation of positive attitude is impossible. In the first year of the nursing, not much information has been acquired by students and they haven’t attended clinical settings effectively. Maybe all of the above mentioned issues can affect the majority of our samples' attitude to the positive roles of CAD prevention. Something similar to our finding was observed in the other studies, such as the one by Engler et al. (21). But it isn't similar to the findings by McFall et al. & Wu et al. (12, 16). The finding by Vaida, Raj Aryal and Krettek also revealed highly satisfactory knowledge among their samples, only 14.7% had a highly satisfactory attitude towards cardiovascular health (26). Certainly different educational systems in different countries can influence the students' attitude.

Our finding implied the relationships between prevention-based attitude and demographic variable weren't significant. In the studies by McFall et al. and Murfin, the relationship between attitude towards the prevention of CAD and age and sex were not significant, either (12, 27). The findings of Poon and Tarrant about nursing students’ attitude towards obese persons that there is a risk factor for cardiovascular disease showed no statistically significant differences in the attitudes of male and female ones (28). This finding in our study maybe related to our small sample size. In our research, the distribution of the students’ sex and age didn't have homogeneity and this may have impact on these findings; because it seems that the increase in age can raise the knowledge about CAD and as a result, influence nursing students’ attitude to CAD prevention.

Our finding didn’t display any significant difference in the students’ attitude towards the prevention of cardiovascular disease with and without chronic diseases background. But Chen, Yu & Glaser in their study about the knowledge and attitudes of coronary heart disease prevention among the middle aged & the elderly suggested a meaningful difference between the samples’ attitude with or without chronic diseases background (29). This difference between our findings may be related to our different samples’ age ranges. Of This study resulted finding didn't show a significant relationship between age and attitude about prevention but the study finding by Lloyd-Williams and Dogra indicated that increasing age was associated with a
more positive view about the prevention of critical status in palliative care setting (30). All samples in this study were nursing students and at the same age and this point may have affected our findings. We didn't find statistically meaningful relationship between the attitude about prevention and family the history of heart diseases, either while the finding of Chen, Yu and Glaser about this relationship was significant (29). Our small size of samples or the type of our questionnaire might have influenced our findings.

Nursing students play a key role in health education and in this way; positive attitude about CAD prevention can help their career role. If health educators have positive attitude to prevention, it is reflected in their behaviors and then clients will believe their instruction. However, patients trust their caregivers education (16). Believing the education about prevention can help to correct the clients' wrong behavior and will be a cost-effective program. The limitation in our study was the small sample size and we think if this study is done in a bigger size of the students, different findings will be achieved. In addition, studying the behavior inside the attitude can help make better planning for health education in society and clinical setting.

Conclusion

Based on our findings that showed about half of the samples did not have the desired attitude towards the prevention of coronary artery disease; it is necessary to provide educational programs. These educational programs must create a deep belief about coronary artery disease prevention, its importance and students' responsibility about it.
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